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A Code System to Compute Radiation Dose in Human Phantoms

J.C. Ryman, M. Cristy, K.F. Eckerman, J.L. Davis,
J.S. Tang, and G.D. Kerr (ORNL)

Data derived from radiation transport calculations in a mathemati-

cal model of the body are widely used for organ dose estimation in

nuclear medicine and radiation protection. The Monte Carlo photon tran-

sport code ALGAN1 and a code using Monte Carlo integration of a point

kernel, developed at ORNL in the late 1960's, have been the source of

dosimetric data used worldwide.

These codes have been revised to incorporate human phantom models*

for an adult female, juveniles of various ages, and a pregnant female at

the end of the first trimester of pregnancy* in addition to the adult

Bale used in the earlier codes. An analysis code has been developed for

deriving recommended values of specific absorbed fractions of photon

energy.

This paper describes the computer code system and calculational

methods developed at ORNL, with emphasis on recent improvements in the

methods.

Th« absorbed dose in target organ v due to a radionuclide present

in source organ r is often computed as*

D(v<-r) = A*r S(v<-r) (Gy) ,

where A^ i$ the cumulated activity (fiq s) in r. and the S-factor is

given by

S(v<-r) = 1.6 x 10-*o £ n i ̂  f( v <_ t) 1 (Gy s-* B<r*) ,

where the summation is over all radiations i from the radionuclide.

Given the radiation yields ^ and mean energies L , and an estimate of

A , the evaluation of absorbed dose is reduced to estimating the

specific absorbed fractions #. . The value of f(v4-r). is the fraction

of E (emitted in r) absorbed per unit mass of v. For photon sources.



values of # are computed by the ORNL code system.

The first code in the system, PHANDATA, prepares a phantom data

file to be read by the Monte Carlo and point kernel codes.

ALGAKP is a continuous energy Monte Carlo photon transport code

which computes estimates of # by scoring energy deposition in all target

organs. A major improvement over the original ALGAM code is the estima-

tion of # for active marrow and endosteal tissue by scoring dose based

on new photon fluence-to-dose conversion factors4. These factors are

derived from Monte Carlo calculations for secondary electrons using

measured chord-length distributions of microscopic bone structure.

ALPREG is a recent variant of ALGAMP which includes both uterine con-

tents (homogenized fetal model) and modified abdominal organs of a 3-

month-pregnant adult female.

An improved point kernel method is implemented in two codes. PflAN-

PATH generates a data file of ptthlength distributions sampled uniformly

between combinations of source and target organs. The SPAFPATH code

then computes estimates of #(v<—>r) from a Monte Carlo integration of a

point kernel model with buildup, using the pathlength distributions.

Recommended values of # are derived using a code* which analyzes and

compares the direct and converse Monte Carlo estimates #(v<-r) and

#(r<-v) with the point kernel estimates #(vf-»r). Improvements in

recommended values of t are realized from increased use of the recipro-

city principle, development of correction factors for the converse Monte

Carlo estimates when reciprocity is invalid, and development of correc-

tion factors for the point kernel method when the Monte Carlo estimates

are unreliable. All estimates of t with a coefficient of variation

(C.V.) exceeding 50% are rajactad a priori. At each energy, a weighted

average of the direct and corrected converse Monte Carlo estimates then

remaining is computed. If the C.V. of the weighted estimate exceeds

30%, a new weighted average is made by including the point kernel esti-

mate. Recommended values are then taken from a smoothing spline fit of

ln(weighted 9) vs. ln{E). For energies having no acceptable Monte Carlo

estimates, the corrected unsmoothed point kernel estimates are used.

Other methods are used for special cases of missing or obviously



poorly-estimated values. Some results from the analysis code axe shown

in Figure 1.

The ALGAMP and ALPREG codes can also be used to compute organ dose

from external sources, e.g., diagnostic x-rays. An additional capabil-

ity for estimating doses from external sources of neutron and gamma

radiation has been achieved by incorporating the human geometry into the

MORtS Mc-̂ te Carlo transport code*. Data from a single adjoint run of

MORSE for a given target organ (i.e., adjoint source) can be folded with

radiation fields computed for different external sources to yie.Vd organ

doses for a variety of exposure situations. This approach is being used

in a reevaluation of organ doses for the A-bomb survivors.

Future work will include folding adjoint data to estimate organ

doses from submersion in a radioactive cloud and from piano sources on

the ground. At present, work is beginning on improved juvenile phantoms

in which organ models are based on analyses of CAT-scan data and are

built up of small cubes.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. <t> vs. energy for spleen source and uterus target in the age 15
male/adult female phantom. The dashed line connects corrected point kernel
estimates to the smoothed curve. The data points indicated by "X" are not
adjusted by the correction factors.
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